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1". Parents have the right to make major d.ecisions in thelives of their children. Argue gither. (a) for, or (b)
against this assertion.

{Note-: For this question only - please hand in the firstdraft and the final version of your essay. )

rn a hurnorous essay for a stipulated audience lchoose one
{a) a close friend, or (b} parentl, write about studentattitudes towards a reading and writing c1ass, usj-ng thefollowing thesis statementi

My reading and writing class consists ofthree basic types of students: the
motivated student, the clown, and thervegetabler.

Write an essay for your classmates, describing either (a)
a hero/heroine, E (b) a villain. provid-enough
descriptive details for your audience to understand whyyou admire or despise this person. Focus on a dominant
i-mpression and on at least three characteristics that
support your impressLon.
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4. Summarize the following non-fiction
Crimer, reducing it to one-third its

IHEK 2021

text on 'Juvenileoriginal length.

The incidence of juvenile cij.me in America is
staggering. AccordinE to recent estimates, roughly 50
percent of all serious crimes are conmitted by people
from 10 to t7 years o1d. Yet the same age group
represents only 1-7 percent of the nation's populati.on'
Arson, for example, seems predominantly a juvenile crime.
According to psychologist Kenneth Fineman and S.E. Jares,ffa conservative esti-mate of fires set by juveniles is 25
percent , although other estj-mates go as high as 7A
percent. rr

Because of the high visibility of ghetto violence,
it is easy enough to assume that juvenile crime is
confined to poor urban areas. But such an assumption is
fax from accurate. Researchers point out that ghetto
youths usually commit crimes because of poverty. And,
with parents who cannot afford to get them out of
trouble, they often end up in court. Furthermore'
because they are committed for profit, ghetto crimes
usually are against strangers" And strangers tend to
press charges. Thus the ghetto stereotype receives most
attention even'though juvenile crime is by no means
only an urban problem

More often than not middle-class Americans wish to
admit, the suburban teenager next door or even their
ohrn son or daughter could become the next criminal
statistic. Although almost as widespread as ghetto
crime, mid.dle-class juvenile crime is not motivated by
poverty. As sociologist Harjit Sandhu points out,trmj-ddle-class delinquency is not focused on personal
gains.r' Instead, these offenders often commit crimes
against their familes, just to see people hurt.

Experts disagree about who j-s ultimately responsible
for this crime epidemic. Some place the blame entirely
on young people thennselves, arguing that "they just
havenrt learned the value of human life.t' Other experts
point to various social il1s {lower moral standards, an
obsession with wealth, TV violence). They claim that the
resultant confusion prevents young people from knowing
right from wronE, causing them to r?want to get all the
goods or money they can get in any way they can.'f The
real causes, however seem much more immediate. In fact,
the bulk of expert opi-nion suggests that juvenile crime
results larEely from parental indifference, peer
pressure, and lenient court systems all providing
mutual reinforcement for deviant behaviour,
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